We present a novel k-way high-dimensional graphical model called the Generalized Root Model (GRM) that explicitly models dependencies between variable sets of size k ≥ 2-where k = 2 is the standard pairwise graphical model. This model is based on taking the k-th root of the original sufficient statistics of any univariate exponential family with positive sufficient statistics, including the Poisson and exponential distributions. As in the recent work with square root graphical (SQR) models [1]-which was restricted to pairwise dependencies-we give the conditions of the parameters that are needed for normalization using the radial conditionals similar to the pairwise case [1] . In particular, we show that the Poisson GRM has no restrictions on the parameters and the exponential GRM only has a restriction akin to negative definiteness. We develop a simple but general learning algorithm based on 1-regularized node-wise regressions. We also present a general way of numerically approximating the log partition function and associated derivatives of the GRM univariate node conditionals-in contrast to [1] which only provided algorithm for estimating the exponential SQR. To illustrate GRM, we model word counts with a Poisson GRM and show the associated k-sized variable sets. We finish by discussing methods for reducing the parameter space in various situations.
Introduction
Most standard graphical models are restricted to pairwise dependencies between variables. For example, the Ising model for binary data and the multivariate Gaussian for real-valued data are popular pairwise graphical models. However, realworld data often exhibits triple-wise, or more generally k-wise dependencies. For example, the words deep, neural and network often occur together in recent research papers-note that this triple of words refers to something more specific than any of the two words without the third word, i.e. if a document only contains neural and network but not deep, then this may be a more classical paper about shallow neural networks. In the biological domain, genetic, metabolic and protein pathways play an important role in studying the development of diseases and possible interventions. These pathways are known to be complex and involve many genes or proteins rather than just simple pairwise interactions. 1 Thus, we seek to begin bridging this gap between pairwise models and complex real-world data that contain complex k-wise interactions by defining a class of k-wise graphical models called Generalized Root Models (GRM), which can be instantiated for any k ≥ 1 and any univariate exponential family with positive sufficient statistics including the Gaussian (using the x 2 sufficient statistic), Poisson and exponential distributions. We estimate the graphical model structure and parameters using 1 -regularized node-wise regressions similar to previous work [2] [3] [4] 1] . However, unlike previous work, because the log partition function of the GRM node conditionals is not known in closed-form-even for the previous work considering the pairwise case[1]-we develop a novel numerical approximation method for the GRM log partition function and related derivatives. In addition, we present a Newton-like optimization algorithm similar to [5] to solve the node-regressions-which significantly reduces the number of numerical log partition function approximations needed compared to gradient descent. Finally, we demonstrate the GRM model and parameter estimation algorithm on real-world text data.
Related Work
This paper generalizes the square root graphical model (SQR) from [1] , which only considers pairwise dependencies. [1] followed the idea of constructing a joint distribution by defining the form of the node-conditional distributions as in [3] but introduced the idea of taking the square root of the sufficient statistics T(x) to form a pairwise term T(x s ) T(x t ) which is linear O(T(x)) rather than the pairwise term T(x s )T(x t ) in [3] which is quadratic O(T(x)
2 ). This elegant modification allowed for arbitrary positive and negative dependencies in the Poisson SQR graphical model whereas the Poisson graphical model in [3] only permitted negative dependencies-a crucial limitation of the Poisson models from [3] . While [6] proposed three modifications to the original Poisson models as defined in [3] , the modifications lead to distributions with either Gaussian-esque thin tails or truncated distributions which required unintuitive cutoff points where the probability mas may concentrate near the corners of the distribution [6] . Though SQR models have great promise, SQR models are limited to pairwise dependencies, and [1] did not provide an estimation algorithm for the Poisson SQR model because the node conditional log partition function is not known in closed form. Thus, this paper extends the SQR model class to include k-wise interactions where k > 2 and, in addition, instantiates a concrete approximation algorithm for the node conditional log partition function and associated derivatives.
In a somewhat different direction, latent variable models provide an implicit and indirect way of modeling complex dependencies. Generally, though the explicit dependencies in latent variable models are only pairwise, many variables can be related implicitly through a latent variable. For example, mixture models associate a discrete latent variable with every instance which implicitly introduces dependencies. Other more complex latent variable models such as topic models [7, 8] can introduce even more implicit dependencies in interesting ways. While latent variable models have proven to be practically effective in helping to model complex dependencies, the development of GRM models in this paper is distinctive and somewhat orthogonal to latent variable models. As opposed to implicitly modeling dependencies through latent variables, the GRM model explicitly models dependencies between observed variables. Thus, the discovered dependencies have an intuitive and obvious explanation in terms of the observed data variables. In addition, GRM models can be seen as complementary to latent variable models because GRM models can be used as base distributions for these latent variable models. For example, [9, 4] explore using count-valued graphical models in mixtures and topic models. Thus, GRMs can provide new components from which to build more interesting models for real-world situations. Finally, node-conditional models such as GRM can be estimated using convex optimization problems, which often have theoretical guarantees [2, 3] whereas latent variable models often require optimizing a non-convex function and struggle with theoretical guarantees.
Notation Let p and n be the number of dimensions and data instances respectively. Let R + denote the set of nonnegative real numbers and Z + denote the set of nonnegative integers. Unless indicated otherwise, we denote vectors with boldface lower case letters (e.g. x, θ) and their corresponding scalar values as normal lower case letters (e.g. x s , θ s ). We denote the standard basis vectors as e s = [0, · · · , 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0]
T and the ones vector as e = [1, 1, · · · , 1] T . Let x p and j √ x to be the entry-wise power and j-th root of the vector x. We denote tensors (or multidimensional arrays) with parenthesized superscripts as X (k) where k is the order of the tensor. For example, A (2) ∈ R p×p is a matrix, A (3) ∈ R p×p×p is a three dimensional tensor, and
is a k-th order tensor. We index tensors using brackets and subscripts, e.g. [A (3) ] 1,2,3 is a scalar value in the multidimensional array at index (1, 2, 3). We define
to be a sub tensor created by fixing the last index to s and letting the others vary-in MATLAB colon indexing notation, this would be A(:, :, . . . , :, s). For example, if
p×p is a matrix corresponding to the s-th slice of the tensor A (3) . We define • to be the outer product operation. For example,
For more general sizes, we denote a k-th outer product to be x • k = x • · · · • x such that there are k copies of x and the result is a k-th order tensor. We define
We also denote the inner product operation of two tensors as
Generalized Root Model
With the notation given in the previous section, we will define the GRM model. First, let the sufficient statistic and log base measure of a univariate exponential family be denoted as T(x) and B(x) respectively. We will also define the domain (or support) of the random variable to be D and it's corresponding measure to be µ(x), which is either the counting measure or Lebesgue measure depending on whether x is discrete or continuous. Let us denote a new j-th root sufficient statistic T j (x) = j T(x) except in the case when T(x) = f (x) cj where c is an even positive integer. If T(x) = f (x) cj , then we simplify T j (x) ≡ f (x) c (rather than the usual |f (x)| c ). For example, if T(x) = x 2 , then T 2 (x) ≡ x (rather than |x|). As in [1] , this nuanced definition is necessary to recover the multivariate Gaussian distribution. However, for notational simplicity, we will merely write j √ x for T j (x) throughout the paper. Note that T j (x) = j √
x for the Poisson and exponential GRM models. Using this simplified notation, we can define the Generalized Root Model for k ≤ p as:
where A(Ψ
are super symmetric tensors of order which are zero whenever two indices are the same. More formally, letting π(·) be an index permutation:
Note that the non-zeros of Ψ ( ) (j) define -sized variable sets (or cliques) of the underlying graphical model.
Special Cases
We now consider several special cases of this model to build some understanding of the GRMs connection to previous models. The independent model is trivially recovered if k = 1: Pr(x | Ψ
(1) ) = exp Ψ
(
Square Root Graphical Model [1] Another special case is the previous SQR models (i.e. k = 2) from [1] by taking (using the notation from [1] ) Ψ
(2) = θ and Ψ
(2) =Φ, where diag(Φ) is a column vector of the diagonal entries andΦ has the same off-diagonal entries as Φ but is zero along the diagonal. Thus, the SQR model can be written as:
Simplified Model with Only Strongest Interaction Terms We consider another special case such that only the strongest interaction (i.e. when = j) terms are non-zero:
This restricted parameter space forces j-wise dependencies to only be through the j-th root term. For example, pairwise interactions are only available through the sufficient statistic 2 √ x s x t and ternary interactions are only available through the sufficient statistic 3 √ x s x t x r . Without this restriction interactions would be allowed through multiple terms, e.g.
pairwise interactions would be allowed through multiple sufficient statistics
simplified model is more interpretable and easier to learn while still retaining the strongest j-wise interaction terms. For our experiments, we assume this simplified model unless specified otherwise.
Conditional Distributions
As in [1] , we derive both the node conditionals and the radial conditional distributions. An illustration of these two types of univariate conditional distributions can be seen in Fig. 1 . This node conditional distribution is critical for the parameter estimation that will be described in later sections; whereas the radial conditional distributions are critical for showing the normalization of GRM models. 
Node Conditional Distributions

Radial Conditional Distributions
Node Conditionals
The node conditionals are as follows (see appendix for full derivation):
. This is a univariate exponential family with sufficient statistics x 1/j s , natural parameters η js and base measure B(x s ). Note that this reduces to the original exponential family if the interaction terms η 2s = · · · = η ks = 0.
Radial Conditionals
As in [1] , we define the radial conditional distribution by fixing the unit direction v = x x 1 of the sufficient statistics but allowing the scaling z = x 1 to be unknown. Thus, we get the following radial conditional distribution (see appendix for derivation):
where R = { /j : j ∈ {1, · · · , k}, ≤ j} is the set of possible ratios,
the exponential family parameters, z r are the corresponding sufficient statistics andB v (z) = s B(zv s ) is the base measure. Thus, the radial conditional distribution is a univariate exponential family (as in [1] ).
Normalization
The previous exponential and Poisson graphical models [10, 3] could only model negative dependencies. However, we generalize the results from the pairwise SQR model in [1] and show that GRM normalization for any k puts little to no restriction on the value of the parameters-thus allowing both positive and negative dependencies. For our derivations, let V = {v : v 1 = 1, v ∈ R p + } be the set of unit vectors in the positive orthant. The GRM log partition function A(Ψ (·) (·) ) can be decomposed into nested integrals over the unit direction and over the scaling z:
where Z(v) = {z ∈ R + : zv ∈ D}, and µ and D are the measure and domain (or support) of the random variable. Because V is bounded, the joint distribution will be normalizable if the radial conditional distribution is normalizablegeneralizing the results from [1] for k > 2. Informally, the radial conditional distribution converges if the asymptotically largest term of {η r (v)z r } ∪ {B(zv s )} is monotonically decreasing at least linearly. 2 We give several examples in the following paragraphs.
Gaussian GRM For the Gaussian GRM, we take the Gaussian univariate distribution with sufficient statistic T(x) = x 2 and B(x) = 0. When k = 2 (i.e. the standard multivariate Gaussian), the largest radial conditional term is
Note that the radial conditional (i.e. a univariate Gaussian) is normalizable only if η 1 < 0 for all v ∈ V, which is equivalent to the positive definite condition on the Gaussian inverse covariance matrix. We can also consider a Gaussian-like model with k = 3. In this case, we have that
and we need η 1 < 0 ∀v ∈ V. Note that the Gaussian GRM models for k > 2 are novel models to the authors' best knowledge.
Exponential GRM Because the exponential distribution also has a constant base measure like the Gaussian, the asymptotically largest term is η 1 x and thus we must have that η 1 < 0 ∀v ∈ V. However, unlike the Gaussian, in the case of the exponential distribution V is only positive 1 -normalized vectors. This is a significantly weaker condition on the parameters than for a Gaussian and allows strong positive and negative dependencies.
Poisson GRM For the Poisson distribution, the base measure is the asymptotically largest term O(−zln(z)). Thus, as in [1] , the parameters can be arbitrarily positive or negative because eventually the base measure will ensure normalizability. Note that this is true for arbitrarily large k.
Parameter Estimation
As in [3, 4, 1] , we solve a set of independent 1 -regularized node-wise regressions for each node-based on the node conditional distributions in Sec. 3.2.1-using a Newton-like method for convex optimization with an non-smooth 1 penalty as in [11, 12, 4] . More specifically we take the log likelihood of the node conditionals and add an 1 penalty on all interaction terms:
where
and · 1 is an entry-wise sum of absolute values. Note that this is trivially decomposable into p subproblems and can thus be trivially parallelized to improve computation speed. We use the Newton-like method as in [5, 4] to greatly reduce computation. The initial innovation from [5] was that the Hessian only needed to be computed over a free set of variables each Newton iteration because of the 1 regularization which suggested sparsity of the parameters. Yet, the number of Newton iterations was very small compared to gradient descent. In the case of GRM models, whose bottleneck is the computation of the gradient of A (at least under our current implementation though it might be possible to significantly reduce this bottleneck), this Newton-like method provides even more benefit because the gradient only has to be computed a small number of times (roughly 30) in our case rather than the several thousand times that would be needed for running thousands of proximal gradient descent steps for the same level of convergence.
In the next section, we derive the gradient and Hessian for the smooth part of the optimization as a function of the gradient and Hessian of the node conditional log partition function A(η). Then, we develop a general method for bounding the log partition function A(η) and associated derivatives even though usually no closed-form exists.
Gradient and Hessian of GRMs
Notation for gradient and Hessian Let vec(Ψ ( ) ) ∈ R p be the vectorized form of a tensor. For example, the vectorized form of a p × p matrix is formed by stacking the matrix columns on top of each other to form one long p 2 vector. Also, let [x | x ∈ X ] be analogous to the normal set notation {x : x ∈ X } except that the bracket and vertical line notation creates a vector from all the elements concatenated to together. This is similar to a list comprehension in Python. For our gradient and Hessian calculations, we define the following variable transformations and give them as examples of this notation:
With this notation, we have that η jsi = β T js z jsi . Because each node regression is independent, we focus on solving one of the p subproblems for a particular s using the notation from above:
For notational simplicity, we suppress the dependence on s and i in the derivations of the gradient and Hessian of f (·) (the gradient and Hessian are merely the sum over all instances). With this simplified notation, the gradient and Hessian are as follows (as functions of A, ∇A and ∇ 2 A):
Note how the gradient and Hessian are simple functions of z j and the derivatives of A(η). Thus, we develop bounded approximations for A(η), ∇A(η) and ∇ 2 A(η) next.
Gradient and Hessian of A(η)
Because the node conditional distributions are not standard distributions, we must either derive the closed-form log partition function as done with the specific case of the exponential SQR model in [1] , or we must numerically approximate the log partition function and its first and second derivatives. To the authors' best knowledge, even for the simplified SQR model with k = 2, no closed-form solution to log partition function exists for SQR node conditionals except for the discrete, Gaussian and exponential SQR models. Thus, we seek a general way to estimate the log partition function and associated derivatives for any univariate exponential family; we also provide a concrete realization of this approximation method for the Poisson GRM case.
Derivatives of A(η) Reformulated as Expectations
We first note that the gradient and Hessian of A(η) are merely functions of particular expectations-a well-known result of exponential families:
Thus, we need to compute expectations for at most k 2 + k functions of the form E(x a ).
Definition of M (a) to Unify Approximations To develop our approximations under a unified framework, let us define the following function M (a) and its subfunctions denoted f (x) and g(x):
dµ(x) .
By simple inspection, we see that M (0) = A(η 1 , η 2 ) and E(x a ) = exp M (a) − M (1) . Thus, by approximating M (a), we can approximate all the necessary derivatives. If g(x) = 0, then this is simply the log partition function of the base exponential family, which is usually known in closed form. If g(x) ≈ bx + c (as we will develop in the next sections), then we can create a modified f and g such thatf (x) = (η 1 + b)x + c andg(x) = 0-thus also allowing us to use the machinery of the base exponential family to compute the needed integrals.
Overall Approach to Bounding M (a) Our approach splits the integral into d = O(1) integrals which bound the integral over different subdomains of the domain. We will choose the subdomains in appropriate way to minimize error, which will be described in a future section. For each subdomain, we will form linear upper and lower bounds for g(x) so that we can then use the CDF function of the base exponential family to approximate the integrals over these subdomains.
First, we will describe how to compute linear upper and lower bounds to g(x) so that the integrals reduce to the original exponential family. Because we can determine the concavity of each region of g(x), 3 we can form linear upper and lower bounds using the theory of convexity. The secant line and the first-order Taylor series approximation form upper and lower bounds or vice versa depending on concavity. We can bound the tails of g(x) with a constant function or Taylor series approximation as appropriate. See appendix for details on linear approximations for g(x). If g(x) is upper and lower bounded by a linear functions, i.e. b l x + c l = g l (x) ≤ g(x) ≤ g u (x) = b u x + c u , then we can form a modified functions of f (x) that will be upper and lower bounds of f (x) + g(x):
Assumingη l = η 1 + b l andη u = η 1 + b u are valid parameters, we can then use the original exponential family CDF-which is usually known in closed form-to compute the needed integrals. Now that we have linear upper and lower bounds for g(x), we can upper and lower bound M (a) using the CDF of the original exponential family to compute the needed integrals (see appendix for more derivation):
where the domain is split into disjoint subdomains, i.e. Algorithm to Find Appropriate Subdomains D i We need that every subdomain has a constant concavity (i.e. either concave or convex over the subdomain) in order to use Taylor series and secant line bounds (and a constant bound for the tails). Thus, we use the following algorithm to find subdomains to help minimize the difference between the upper and lower bounds (An illustration of the method can be seen in Fig. 2. ):
1. Find all real roots of g (x), denoted (x 1 , x 2 , · · · ) so we know the inflection points (which will define the regions of constant concavity). 2. Use inflection points and endpoints of domain (e.g. 0 and ∞ for Poisson) to define the initial subdomains. 3. Compute initial bounds for these subdomains using Eqn. 18. 4. Split the subdomain with the largest difference between upper and lower bounds (i.e. the subdomain with the largest error). 5. Recompute bounds for the two new subdomains formed by splitting the largest error subdomain. 6. Repeat previous two steps until d domains have been obtained. y 2 + a. We can then solve the zeros of this polynomial by forming the companion matrix and solving for the eigenvalues. However, we only need the real zeros and we do not care about multiplicity so it may be faster to use a direct root finding algorithm instead-though we have not explored this option.
Results on Text Documents
We computed the Poisson GRM model on two datasets: Classic3 and Grolier encyclopedia articles. The Classic3 dataset contains 3893 research abstracts from library and information sciences, medical science and aeronautical engineering. The Grolier encyclopedia dataset contains 5000 random articles from the Grolier encyclopedia. We set k = 3, p = 500 and λ = 0.01 for our experiments. We chose 10 interval endpoints (i.e. 9 subdomains) for our approximations. Note that this means there are at least 500 3 ≈ 2 × 10 7 possible parameters. We give the top 10 positive parameters for individual, edge-wise and triple-wise combinations. The top 50 (unless there are less than 50 non-zeros) of both negative and positive dependencies for single, pairwise and triple-wise dependencies can be found in the appendix. These results illustrate that our model and algorithm can find interesting pairwise and triple-wise words. The timing for these experiments using prototype code in MATLAB on TACC Maverick cluster (https://portal.tacc. utexas.edu/user-guides/maverick) was 2653 seconds for the Classic3 dataset and 5975 seconds for the Grolier dataset. Given the extremely large number of parameters to be optimized, this gives evidence that GRM models are computationally tractable while still wanting for some improvement.
Discussion
While it may seem at first that this model is impractical for even k = 4, we suggest some practical ideas for reducing the parameter space. First, if some parameters are known or expected a priori to be non-zero, we could only allow those parameters to be non-zero. For example, known genetic pathways could be encoded as k-wise cliques. Thousands of known pathways could be added which would only incur thousands of parameters, which is very small relative to all possible parameters. Second, the optimization could proceed in a stage-wise fashion such that the first a model is fit for k = 1, then this model is used to choose which parameters to allow in the next model of k = 2, etc. For example, we could first train a model with only pairwise parameters (k = 2). Then, we could find all triangles in the discovered graph and only add these parameters for training a model with k = 3. This heuristic would significantly reduce the number of possible parameters if the parameters are assumed to be sparse (as is usually the case with 1 -regularized objectives). Third, the tensors could be constrained to be low-rank and thus only O(p) values for each tensor would be needed. For example, we could assume that the pairwise tensors are low-rank matrices. For higher order tensors, a similar idea could hold, e.g.
Conclusion
We generalize the previous SQR [1] model to include factors of size k > 2. We study this general distribution by giving the node and radial conditional distributions, which provides simple conditions for normalization of the GRM class of models. We then develop an approximation technique for estimating the node-wise log partition function and associated derivatives for the Poisson case-note that [1] only provided an algorithm for approximating the exponential SQR model. Finally, we qualitatively demonstrated our model on two real world datasets.
A Node Conditional Derivation
(m ≥ 2 are all zero since subtensors are zero by construction)
. This is a univariate exponential family with sufficient statistics x 1/j s , natural parameters ηjs, and base measure B(xs). This recovers the SQR node conditional from [1] with k = 2.
B Radial Conditional Derivation
As in [1] , we define the radial conditional distribution by fixing the unit direction v = x x 1 of the sufficient statistics but allowing the scaling z = x 1 to be unkown. Thus, we get the following radial conditional distribution:
where R = { /j : j ∈ {1, · · · , k}, ∈ {1, · · · , j}} is the set of possible ratios,
exponential family parameters, z r are the corresponding sufficient statistics, andBv(z) = s B(zvs) is the base measure. Thus, the radial conditional distribution is a univariate exponential family.
D Linear Bounds of g(x)
Taylor series linear bound Upper bound if concavity = -1 and lower bound if concavity = 1:
Secant linear bound Upper bound if concavity = 1 and lower bound if concavity = -1:
Tail bounds We know there are only a finite number of inflection points so let us take the x value for the last inflection point, denoted x * . By simple asymptotic analysis, we know that the largest non-zero term will dominate eventually. Let's assume w.l.o.g.
that ηj * x 1 j * dominates 4 and ηj * > 0. Then, we know that after the last inflection point, the concavity will be negative. In addition, we know that the g(x) → ∞ as x → ∞. The function must be monotonically increasing after the last inflection point. Proof by contradiction: Suppose the monotonicity is negative after the last inflection point. Then, because the g(x) is a continuous function and g(x) → ∞ as x → ∞, the function must eventually have a positive monotonicity. Yet this would switch from negative monotonicity to positive monotonicity after the last inflection point. However, this would be an inflection point that is greater than the assumed last inflection point which leads to a contradiction. The case where ηj * < 0 can be proved similarly. Thus, we can use a constant function for an upper bound if concavity = 1. and we can use a constant function as a lower bound if concavity = -1. A Taylor series approximation forms an upper or lower bound depending on concavity. 
E Complete Results for Classic3 Dataset
